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SYLLABUS 
Course Name: DANCE AND MOVEMENT I – JAZZ  FALL   SEMESTER - 2013 
Course Number:  MUSC  155-01   90853 
Instructor: DIANE L. CAMPBELL      
Prerequisite:  None for all selections of Dance and Movement 
Format:  One 60 minute class per week; One credit hour per class 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This course is an introduction to various styles of dance and movement.  This course is designed to expose 
students to different stretching techniques with concentration in ballet and jazz terminology.  Students will 
pear past and present jazz dance styles, from classical Broadway shows right up to more current hip hop 
music video choreographic influences on the industry of jazz dance.  This class combines the line of ballet 
with the expressiveness of modern to form an explosive, spectacular, and uniquely individual personal 
statement on jazz dance.  Each class begins with a warm-up, practice of elementary jazz steps on the 
diagonal across the floor and a center combination.  To become more proficient, students must understand 
the significance of REPETITION and HABIT, once mastered student’s confidence will increase with each 
lesson.  In time, new steps and styles are introduced and incorporate into more complex phrases and 
combinations.  These variations will be combined to make short combinations resulting in connecting the 
styles and passion of steps while completing a full dance sequence.  Included in each lesson are the 
importance of simple phrasing, accents, elegance, energy, coolness and tempi variations of musically rhythm 
and style, which are at the center of training the jazz dancers’ ear and personality. 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
The goals of this class will be to gain a larger understanding of the different types and terminologies of 
dance.  Each student will achieve larger ranges of motion, greater muscle strength, and hopefully gain 
personal confidence in a performance setting. 
 
REQUIRED ATTIRE: 
Students should wear clothing suitable for stretching and general exercise.  Jazz or ballet shoes are 
recommended, but not required as students can also use running shoes.  An order will be placed for jazz 
shoes at the beginning of the semester for students who are interested. 
 
ATTENDENCE: 
Attendance is a requirement of this class.  It is your responsibility to inform me about your absences if they 
are due to illness or other reasons.  All absences must be documented.  Attendances also includes being 
prepared to participate in class activities. 
 
EVALUATION: 
Your grade will be a result of class attendance and participation.  There will be no required papers. To earn 
an “A” for the semester, regular participation and attendance is required. 
 
PERFORMANCE DATE: 
There will be one performance for on _     _____________. Participation is not required, but supporting the 
volunteered performers would be greatly appreciated. 
 
CLASS CANCELLATION: 
To be announced throughout the semester.  
